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D) Gender:
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E) What degree program are you pursuing now?
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'l . How much of the syllabus was covered in the class? 4 - 85 to l OO% 3 l-E copy

- 70to84%2- 55to 69%'l-30to 54% 0 -Below30%
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2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes? 4 -Thoroughly 3 - lE coo,

Satisfactorily 2- Poorly 1 - lndifferently 0-Won'tteachatall
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3. How well were the teachers able to communicate? 4 - Always

effective 3 - Sometimes effective 2- Just satisfactorily 1- Generally

ineffective 0- Very poor communication
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4. The teacher's approach to teaching can best be described as 4-
Excellent 3 - Very good 2 - Good 1- Fair 0- Poor
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5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers 4 -
Always fair 3 - Usually tair 2 - Sometimes unfair 1 - Usually unfair

0- Unfair
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- Always fair

6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you? 4 - Every

time 3 - Usually 2 - Occasionally/Sometimes 1- Rarely 0- Never
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7. The institute takes active interest in promoting internship, student
exchange, field visit opportunities for students 4 - Regularly 3 - Often
2 - Sometimes 1 - Rarely 0- Never
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8. The teaching and mentoring process in your institution facilitates you

in cognitive, social and emotional growth 4 - Significantly 3 - Very well

2 - Moderately 1 - Marginally 0- Not at all
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[E copy9. The institution provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow. 4 -
Strongly agree 3 - Agree 2 - Neutrall - Disagree 0- Strongly disagree
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10. Teaehers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme outcomes 4 - Every time 3 - Usually 2-
Occasionally/Sometimes 1 - Rarely 0- Never
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11. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you.4- Everytime 3- Usually 2- Occasionally/Sometimes 1 -
Rarely 0 - I donl havea mentor
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12. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and

applications.4- Everytime 3 - Usually 2 - Occasionally/Sometimes

1- Rarely 0 - Never
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13. The teachers identify your strengths and encourage you with
providing right level of challenges. 4 - Fully 3 - Reasonably 2 -
Partially 1 - Slightly 0- Unable to
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14. Teachers are able to identify your weaknesses and help you to

overcomethem.4- Everytime 3 - Usually 2-
Occasionally/Sometimes 1 - Rarely 0 - Never
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15. The institution makes effort to engage students in the monitoring,

review and continuous quality improvement of the teaching learning

process. 4 - Stronglyagree 3 - Agree 2 - Neutral 1 - Disagree

0 - Strongly disagree
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16. The institute/ teachers use student centric methods, such as

experiential learning, participative learning and problem solving

methodologies for enhancing learning experiences.4 - To a great extent

3- Moderate 2-Somewhat 1 -Verylittle 0- Notatall
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17. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities. 4

-Stronglyagree 3-Agree 2-Neutral 1-Disagree
0 - Strongly disagree
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- Sfongly agrse

18. Efforts are made by the institute/ teachers to inculcate soft skills, life
skills and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work. 4

-Toagreatextent 3-Moderate 2-Somewhat 1 -Verylittle
0 - Not at all
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19. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,

Multimedia, etc. while teaching. 4 - Above 90% 3 - 70 - 89%

2-50-69"t" 1 -30-49% 0-Below29%
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20. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your institute is
verygood.4-Stronglyagree 3-Agree 2-Neutral 1-
Disagree 0 - Stronglydisagree
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21 . Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching - learning

experience in your institution.
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Yes

Good

Nothing

No suggestions

Make connections to real-world applications of the course malerial.

Provide for handson activilies (active learning) over straight lecturing

Friendly leaching

lmprove LCD projector

Very good

No more suggestions

No suggestions

lmprove LCD proiecters

Communication skills

supporting to future caleer opportunities

Teacher and student interaction is good

Syllabus discuss

Give information about our research activities

Communicate with students and discuss their standards

ln library management can arrange new competitive books

Our faculty members had gave guidance/information for GATE'

our facuhy members spent time san d we have regular acti

students.

vities like seminars.
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1 .our facalitie members encourages in career guidance as gate,csir net
2.gives clarification on each and every doubt in related to syllabus and out of the syllabus.
3.very good in teaching practical knowledge.

1 .our faculty members encourage the next level examinations(GATE & CISR NET)

2.our faculty members encourage the seminars and cultural activities.
3.give real life example of the situations.

1 .Faculty more time with us ..
2.state the learning outcomes and make clear connections to the real world.
3.Be encouraging and quick to recognize students accomplishments.

l.Provides Meaningful teachers interaction. 2.They take more lime to teach us with correct
information
3.Be encourage and quick to recognize students accomplishments

Our faculty guided for net exams
Student and faculty interaction was very good

Our management was encouraged to do seminors

1 .providing meaning full teacher student interactions
2.facilitating in class discussion groups and group work

3.listening to students concerns and responding appropriately

Our facuhy members gives such some extra coaching for gate,research, civils

We participate in mathematics days, seminars, etc.,

Give real life examples of the situations, encourage active practical learning.

1 .Give real life examples of the situation
2. Lectures conducting seminars
3. Encourage stundents to ask doubts

Our institution always encourage for students to go for research and development field, our

faculty members spends a lot of time with students to regulate activities like labs , seminars

etc;

They conduct extracurricular activities to boost up our knowledge, intelligence and

experience.

2. encourage activite practical learning

3. conducting seminars and exlratircurlar a
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1 Providing meaningful student inleraction.
2 They conducting so many activities for our improvement
3 our management encourages to send tours like lndian National congress

l.our teachers takes an extra caring and concentration about our dreams by guiding us
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3.Be encouraging and quick to recognize students accomplishments.

1 .Lectureres are helpful in seminars.
2.students are not fear to ask doubts wiih the faculty
3.Active participation in communication with us.

Our teachers accourge the seminiors
our management modify the weeakness
improving skils nd cultural activities etc

1.our faculty members encourage the next level examinations(cATE & CISR NET).

2.our faculty members encourage the seminar and cultural activities.
3.competative books are available in our library.

1.Our faculty members encourage the next level examinations.
2.our faculty members encourage the culture activities.
3.our library had a lot of books

1 .our management conducting many activities like mathematics day,

2. Applying Good teaching methodologies

3. We all are improve thier skills, knowledge and subject,

1 .Seminars,group discussions are daily conducted ln my college

2.provide teaching oppo(unities to degree and intermediate students by our managemenl

3.my teachers spend more time with students

ln Our college siminers daily conduct.

Give real life example in situations.
Our management encourage to net preparation.

1.My colleague games sport condition
2.My collage lo library lo books lenthing bye 3Teaching our management ancreasing

ln our college seminessir connection in dialy

1 .our facilty is supporting and being very friendly to teach and maintains good relationship.

2.Teachers give real life example related to our subjects

3.Teachers identify below average students and train them specially

teachers and students daily interactive is very good,learning and teaching is degree college

and pg college is very good, my faculity is students selv
E
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l.Encourging students for real time research. 2. They providing more time with us for
research.3.supporting to do seminars with our ownly

Very will doing seminars ND teacher student interaction with very will,given real life examples,,

spending more time with our teachers



spend more time with our teachers
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Communicate with the students to everyone and ask them which topic u didn't understand

properly.

Communicate with the students to everyone

Teaching very good

We Need pharmacy visit once

Excellent teaching effort ,regular motivation classes,good faculty with good narralion,

Suggestion-innovation classes and girl empowerment ,carrier buildup programmes

We need more practical knowledge and pharma interview

Need pharmacy visit once

1-To provide extra activities in sports also, 2 - we had seen in research centres ( used at
chemistry students for research oriented )
3 -Practical learning is very good .

my institution have good teaching facilities in all aspects, Give answers lo my every questions,

encourage towards internships , workshops & industrial visits.

1. LEARN SOMETHING NEW EVERYDAY

2.FILL THE CLASSROOM WITH POSITIVITY

3. TEACHERS ARE ALWAYS ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO PARTICIPATE IN A CAMPUS

INTERVIEWS

Requires more practical knowledge
Requires industrial visits
lnteraction with subiect experts and professors is good

Conduct tasks on research skill development

E
I obserb good qualified faculty is availa I suggested the teachers more

is good communicati n skills
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Good laboratory practice

Good campus drive
Conducting seminars

provide visits of pharma companies, practical training,bus facilities.
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1 .lmprove the internships for best practical knowledge.
2.Better to improve more interactions between teachers and students .

3.Conducting seminars will be useful for students to overcome the stage fear

Student and teacher intaraction is very good- Provide assignments to students about
analatical skils. lmprove the library.

Practical learning is good, N- list library is good for reference.

Practical learning is very good

I had good experience in this college and practicals learning is also good and the way of
interacting teachers with students also so good they have good demand on subject andvi

learned a lot from them provide more group activities

* Faculty ppt presentation teaching always good, they are increasing more ppl presentations

we will get good knowledge about that particular topic,

* lncrease of our new syllabus text books in our college library

r Library books access really good thing

It helps to every student for research orientation.

N- list library in good for research

The are highly qualified teachers

Teach the good knowledge and morals

The teachers are intacted with students

Give assignment and to go for research

Conduct group discussion and seminars

Provide opportunities to earn

Good faculty
Good labs
Library facitilites are very good

To improve lab facilities
To improve digital classes

Provide assignment to imptove our knowledge and growth

Good Teaching and good faculty

Conduct way seminars and group di

Provide more group activities
Give real life examples to
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1)Good laboratories are provided

2)campus placemenls are good

3)experienced faculties



1.Good teaching and practicules ,2.conduct more the way seminores and disction, 3.q real life
example

Provide research oriented assignments, please increase the efficiency of research oriented
library learning and teching.

Should take active interest in internships and field visits
More practical orientation
Should provide assignment's in way of research orientation

I observed the teachers are giving good laboratory training.
I observed that the college having good library facilities, and also provided ejournals.
Provide assignments to help to go research oriented programs.

1.to improve teaching skills they need to give chance for teaching lower level class students 2.

Lab equipments are present good but need more modernization 3.library books need to be
updated .

Awesome of practicals learning. Provide teaching opportunity to the lower
classes,degree,intermediate students.

1.Give assignment to go for result. 2.provides opportunity teaching lower classes learning
more. 3.learning by teaching lower classes

Teaching on LCD proiector is nice, practical training is good,give assignments that need a lot
of research, conduct more seminars and group discussion's, n. List library is good for
reference, learning by teaching lower classes

1 )To improve the lab equipments
2)Give assignment to go for research
3) provide opportunities to learn while teaching.

All are ok with good faculty and management.We need more practical knowledge and visiting
some laboratories to know the industrial methodology.
Conduct more assignments and seminars to activate the students.

Conduct more debate's and seminars.
N- list library is good for reference.
Provide opportunities to teaching for Lower classes.

My suggestions more important of practlials and provide the bus on go to laborites

Conduct the more seminar s in weakly 4 times

Provide teaching skils in lowyear class for examples degree,inter

Teacher and student interaction is good
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Provide after completions of higher education give the job to the students to own college or
schools to teaching encourss to them

1) As I observe my library it is difficult to find some books and taking a long time to find them
So my suggestion is to arrange the books in their racks in alphabetical order and has to
maintain that.

2) conduct more debates, seminars and group discussions.

3) provide teaching/seminar opportunitaes to teach lower-class students.

1 .good teaching faculty
2.conduct group discussions
3.provide the opportunity then learning by teaching lower classes.

Practical learning is so good and please conduct more awareness programmes for feild work
in pharma industries.

2 conduct more debates and seminars

1.The teaching and everything was good and 2-Teacher interact with student very well

3.N-list library is poor for reference

Required industry visits
Practical experience good teaching

Nlist library is good

Practical learning is good and conduct the seminars

& debates daily ;Give assaingment provide assignment to go for research & provide teaching

opportunity to the Degree classes

l.Practicles are very good, 2.conduct more debits seminar,3.provide more group activities,

4.provide opportunities to earn while teaching

They teach applicative method

The inlraction of students and faculty is too good

Provide teaching apportunity to me for d ree and inter students
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1 .Practical learning is good

2.conduct more debuts and seminars

3.N{ist library is good for reference

1 Guidelines to every student for student future with friendly atmosphere and pratical training
is very well I observe in this institution



3.Provide teaching opportunity to the lower class students to improve our communication
skills & learning skills

Pratical ,learning good experience in your institution
Provide the opportunity to earn while teaching
Pratical are very good

1 .student teacher interaction is is very good

2.provide teaching after complete higher studies
maitain the refernce books and compatative books to students

1. More communication with the students
2. organize more seminars
3. Weekly interaction with the students is important

Everyday lessons and practical learning and maintain notes everyday.

l.Provide advancedeveloped equipment s in lab

2.plz maintain clean classes and benches

Conduct more seminars for students.
Need compus drive

Need more industrial trips

1 . More journals in the library

2. Weekly inleraction with students

3.more field trips like seminars

Latest equipment, industrial visits, latest journal s
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